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Art makes a statement without saying a word
Large paintings
show off your taste
better than wallpaper

The purchase of a
painting is like putting a
cherry on top of the cake. It’s
such a welcoming addition
to a room.

LAURA S E V E RS

Edward Michell, who specializes
in contemporary abstracts
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Lost in the shuffle of buying, building or furnishing that new home is a
large blank canvas: your walls.
You’ve already selected and applied your paint colours. You may
have added crown moulding. But
even with your furniture in place
your walls still look empty.
So where do you start? Well, there’s
wallpaper. Or you could add a mural.
If neither rings your bell, consider
works of art.
As you dress the interior of your
home, fine art or paintings allow you
to individualize your home as well
as provide an opportunity to show
off your taste. Art can also make a
cultural statement or even a political
one depending on the piece and will
likely become a topic of conversation
when you’re entertaining.
But while there is a perception
that original works of art are costly
— and yes, some are — the reality is
that if you buy art from a reputable
art gallery or privately through the
artist directly, you’re likely to find
that there are paintings that will fit
into most budgets. You might also
find that the works of an up-andcoming artist are exactly what you
like and those will likely be reasonably priced.
“The purchase of a painting is like
putting a cherry on top of the cake.
It’s such a welcoming addition to a
room,” says artist Edward Michell,
who specializes in contemporary
abstracts. “Art adds elegance and
opulence. I always insist that clients
buy original paintings, if possible.
They’re unique. They’re one-of-akind and no one else in the world
will have the same piece that you
have.”
The Calgary-based Michell, whose
forte is using natural material from
the land — Yukon gold and crushed
diamonds from Canada, oilsands bitumen for black, greens derived from
grass and leaf, or pink paint made
from raspberries and beets — says
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Artist Edward Michell, shown with some of his work, says paintings can add “elegance and opulence” to a room.

art can create an intimate space and
enhances your living space.
“The walls in your home are like a
raw canvas. Placing a feature painting on a feature wall can really be a
spectacular addition to your home,”
Michell says.
Feature walls also provide the opportunity for larger, more dramatic
pieces, adds fellow artist Jon Have-

lock, who specializes in artography,
digitally enhanced photographic
compositions that accentuate the
scenic settings he shoots.
“I’m seeing a demand for larger
more dramatic pieces,” Havelock
says.
“In the newer open-concept homes
I’m finding fewer but larger walls;
this year I haven’t produced any

work that is 36 inches by 24 inches
or smaller. People are looking for
something that makes a statement,
something that is more dramatic and
transforms their walls.”
Havelock’s scenic compositions
take anywhere from 50 to 100 hours
to create, using filters, layers and textures to highlight the extraordinary
that he says is inherent in the ordi-

nary settings around us. He limits
each photographic composition to
just five copies, giving these an exclusive touch.
And if Havelock’s name sounds
familiar, he is the one and the same
Tory MLA who represented the riding of Calgary-Shaw in the 1990s
and served as Alberta’s attorney
general and justice minister. Now
that he’s residing in Edmonton, what
initially started as his hobby has become his creative career.
Both Havelock and Michell concur
that if you’re in the early stages of
a new home purchase, you should
consider planning your wall space
around your art or art that you may
be looking at purchasing.
This is important, they say, as newer homes tend to have more window
space than wall space, which can
limit your display areas.
“It makes sense to plan your home
to take the type of art you want to
put in,” Havelock says. “I don’t think
much thought is given to the type of
art that will go onto the walls (when
you’re building).”
Michell notes that lighting, too,
should be considered when it comes
to drawing up plans for a new home.
“If you know you’re going to have
some art, lighting is important, such
as directional pot lights over a feature wall. Or if you will have an inset
wall, add a power source for a light
to highlight the art with the plug
to be hidden behind the painting,”
Michell says.
Most importantly, Havelock and
Michell stress that you should buy
what you like and buy what you
can afford — you wouldn’t want
the piece to remind you that you
shouldn’t have spent so much money on it. Buy it, they say, because it
makes you feel good and because it
enhances your home.
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